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	With the advent of CCDs and webcams, the focus of amateur astronomy has to some extent shifted from science to art. Visual work in astronomy has a rich history. Today, imaging is now more prominent. However there is still much for the visual amateur astronomer to do, and visual work is still a valid component of amateur astronomy. Paul Abel has been addressing this issue by promoting visual astronomy wherever possible – at talks to astronomical societies, in articles for popular science magazines, and on BBC TV’s The Sky at Night.


	Visual Lunar and Planetary Astronomy is a comprehensive modern treatment of visual lunar and planetary astronomy, showing that even in the age of space telescopes and interplanetary probes it is still possible to contribute scientifically with no more than a moderately-priced commercially made astronomical telescope.


	It is believed that imaging and photography is somehow more objective and more accurate than the eye, and this has led to a peculiar “crisis of faith” in the human visual system and its amazing processing power. But by analyzing observations from the past, we can see how accurate visual astronomy really is! Measuring the rotational period of Mars and making accurate lunar charts for American astronauts were all done by eye.  


	The book includes sections on how the human visual system works, how to view an object through an eyepiece, and how to record observations and keep a scientific notebook. The book also looks at how to make an astronomical, rather than an artistic, drawing. Finally, everything here will also be of interest to those imagers who wish to make their images more scientifically applicable by combining the methods and practices of visual astronomy with imaging.
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Exceptional C++ Style : 40 New Engineering Puzzles, Programming Problems, and Solutions (C++ in Depth Series)Addison Wesley, 2004
This book is about all aspects of C++. I don't mean to say that  it touches on every detail of C++?that would require many more pages?but rather  that it draws from the wide palette of the C++ language and library features to  show how apparently unrelated items can be used together to synthesize novel  solutions to common...
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Game Development for iOS with Unity3DCRC Press, 2012

	Demystifies the Processes of Game Development

	Game Development for iOS with Unity3D takes you through the complete process of Unity iOS game development. A game developer for over 12 years, the author presents production-proven techniques and valuable tips and tricks needed to plan, build, test, and launch...
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Tax Insight: For Tax Year 2012Apress, 2013

	Tax Insight: For Tax Year 2012 will teach you to take control of life’s biggest expenseâ€•taxes. In your lifetime, you will spend more money on taxes than on anything else. Despite that fact, you likely know the current prices of movies and milk but don’t know what your marginal tax rate is. You know where to get the...
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Exim: The Mail Transfer AgentO'Reilly, 2001

	
	
		Back in 1995, the central computing services at Cambridge University were running
	
		a variety of mail transfer agents, including Sendmail, Smail 3, and PP. Some
	
		years before, I had converted the systems whose mail I managed from Sendmail to
	
		Smail to make it easier to handle the special requir ements of the early 1990s...
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Facebook All-in-One For DummiesFor Dummies, 2014

	The A to Z Facebook guide for users, marketers, and developers alike


	Facebook has more than a billion users worldwide. Whether you enjoy spending time on Facebook every day, use it to advertise and market your product, or develop Facebook apps, this go-to guide has something you need. Its six minibooks cover creating a...
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Troubleshooting PostgreSQLPackt Publishing, 2015

	Intercept problems and challenges typically faced by PostgreSQL database administrators with the best troubleshooting techniques


	About This Book

	
		Detect and solve performance, indexing, and fuzzy matches problems and more in an effective way
	
		Tune PostgreSQL databases and remove bottlenecks...
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